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Конспект
за самостоятелна форма на обучение
по английски език в трети клас
1. Запознаване и представяне.
2. Me and my school.
Vocabulary: classroom objects, classroom actions and commands, school – canteen
library, ….
Grammar: What’s this …? It’s a/an …
Functions: What’s in my school bag?; Read and speak about your school.
3. Me and my family.
Vocabulary: family members, opposite adjectives – big small, …; numbers 11 – 20.
Grammar: Yes-/No-questions Are you …? Yes, I am/No, I’m not.; Is he/she …? Are
we/you/they …?
Function: My family tree; Do Maths problems
4. Me and my things.
Vocabulary: my favourite toys, parts of the body, adjectives – funny, nice, pretty, …;
curly hair, brown eyes, … adjectives of appearance;
Grammar: have got/has got. Yes-/No-questions and Yes-/No-answers; possessive
pronouns my, your, his, her …;
Function: Read about someone’s appearance; Speak about your appearance; People
are different!
5. Me and my hobbies.
Vocabulary: places in town, in the playground; furniture in the home; our senses – see,
hear, smell, touch, …
Grammar: There is/are …; Is there …?/ Are there …/Yes-/No-answers; Where is
he/she…?, Where are they?; prepositions of place: on, in, under, next to; I can …, Can
you/he/she …? Yes-/No-answers
Function: Read and speak about your town.
6. Me and my day.

Vocabulary: breakfast and lunch foods (countable/uncountable), daily routines, clock
times, parts of the day; days of the week, jobs; always, sometimes, often, never
Grammar: I like …/I don’t like; He/She likes …; Do you like …? Yes-/No-answers;
Does he/she like …? Yes-/No-answers; adverbs of frequency – word order;
preposition of time “on”
Function: Speak about your day; read about everyday life of another person.
7. Me and my friends.
Vocabulary: activities at school, sports and exercise, activities at school, weather,
months, seasons, clothes
Grammar: I’m reading. He/she is singing/They are drawing …;
Are you writing? Yes-/No-answers; prepositions with parts og the day: in the morning,
at night; prepositions with months and seasons: in January, in spring
Function: My favourite season; My clothes and the weather
8. Me and my adventure
Vocabulary: animal at the aquarium; musical instruments
Grammar: this/these; that/those; Whose? and possessives; How many … are there?;
irregular plurals
Function: Read about the aquarium; Speak about musical instruments: Can you play
any? Do you want to …?
9. Holidays
Vocabulary: Easter, International Children’s Day
Function: Write a greeting if it’s Easter; Read and answer about International
Children’s Day.
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